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Abstract 

In order to get the data about bed-load transport rate and bottom topogra- 

phy changes under storm wave conditions, field equipments were newly developed 

and tested at the T-shaped Observation Pier(TOP) on the Ogata coast facing the 

Japan Sea.The surf sled with a pressure senser can precisely detect the spatial 

water depth changes along the survey lines. Based on the compiled data, the 3D 

bottom topography changes for a winter season connect with the appearance of 

a dip and shoal system on the Ogata coast. The bed-load sampler has also devel- 

oped to operate in rough sea state in a plane bed conditions. The data were well 

fitted with the law of cross-shore bed-load transport proposed by Kawata( 1989a). 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A meaningful field study of nearshore sediment dynamics requires the in situ 

measurement of sediment transport and bottom topography changes. The varid- 

ity of various proposed sediment transport relationships by waves has not been 

evaluated in the field. For lack of extensive 3D bottom topography data under 

severe wave conditions, the reliability of any analytical and numerical prediction 

methods of beach processes is still ambiguous. Recent field observations such 

as NSTS program(Seymour, 1987), C2S2(Willis,1987) and Duck85(Mason et al. 
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1987) had been carried out but no one did not directly measure these variables. 

In our field study, simultaneous measurements were also made of waves, water 

particle motion and nearshore currents at various locations along the T-shaped 

Observation Pier(TOP) in the surf zone. 

In the field, the rate of sediment transport normal to the beach has been mea- 

sured with a newly developed bed-load trap in a series of field experiments con- 

ducted at the TOP. The law of sediment transport formulated by Kawata(1989a) 

can be verified with the field and experimental data. At the same time, a sound- 

ing method in rough sea state aroud the TOP has been also developed to discuss 

the beach processes on the Ogata coast. 

2. PROCEDURE 

The field experiments were conducted in the three winter seasons in 1988,1989 
and 1990, the periods that encompass the more intense wave activity on the Ogata 

coast which is a straight sandy beach of 20km long facing the Japan Sea as shown 

in Fig.l. The TOP extends 250m offshore and parallels the shore for 100m at the 

offshore end. Usually, seven ultrasonic type wave gauges (aerial emission type) 

and one 2D and two 3D ultrasonic type current meters are installed for routine 

observation. In addition, intensive observation uses extra two 3D ultrasonic type 

current meters whose spacing is lm in the vertical direction and ten capacitance 

Fig.l Locations of the Ogata coasts and 

T-shaped Observation Pier(TOP) 
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type wave gauges as shown in Fig. 2. A wave-rider buoy is anchored at the 3km 

offshore. The buoy is on a production of the pier axis(almost NW direction) so 

that in the case of normal incident waves, wave transformation can be analyzed 

accurately. The nearshore zone in which the water depth is more than about 

4m has a very mild slope of around 1/120. At the offshore end of the pier, the 

water depth is about 6m. All data are gathered and compiled at Ogata Wave 

Observatory. 

2.1      Bed-load trap 

The unique design of a bed-load trap has been evolved over several years. 

Some operation and setting problems had been solved one by one with some ideas. 

The trap can operate under moderate to severe wave conditions because it is in- 

stalled by using the local scour around the trap itself. Photo 1 shows the shape, 

attached equipments and size. Before the setting of the trap on the sea bottom, 

the sand bed condition is confirmed to be the plane bed with a measuring comb 

of 1.8m long with 61 stings which are coated with the grease as shown in Photo 2. 

The small scale bottom undulations in the cross-shore direction can be measured. 

A : Surf sled 
8 • Capacitance type wave gauge (tol 

C : Uirasonic typevavegaugelT) 
0 : Ufroson/c lype current meter(4) 
E : Winch 
F : Wind measuring system 
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Fig.2 TOP and setting of surf sled, wave gauges, 

current meters and other equipments 

Fig.3 Procedure of setting 

of bed-load trap using lo- 

cal scouring 
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Photo 1 Bed-load trap 

Photo 2 Measuring apparatus of small scale bottom undulations 
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Usually, at the breaker zone the plane bed condition is observed. 

Fig.3 shows the setting process of the trap. Firstly, the opening(10cmx5cm) 

on the top steel plate of the trap is capped with a small cover which is fixed on 

the trap with an adhesive tape. This cover can be easily removed from the deck 

of the pier by pulling a fine string. Secondly, the trap is taken down into the 

sea by a crane and the air inside the trap is released through the intake pipe. 

Thirdly, the trap is touched on the bottom. The next moment local scouring 

around the trap advances. At the stage 3 in Fig.3, the trap is gradually stabilized 

in accordance with the developement of the local scouring. The measurement of 

the bed-load transport starts in a moment when the string removes the cover from 

the opening of the trap. A compact videocassete recorder and two components 

electromagnetic current meter (the probe is set at the height of 17.3cm from the 

top plate of the trap) were equipped on the trap. 

The net onshore (or offshore)bed-load transport rate can be just trapped 

through the opening on the plate. The inflow and outflow of sea water through 

the opening connected with a pipe as shown in Photo 1 keeps the one-way bed- 

load measurement. This system surely corresponds to the periodic changes of 

flow direction of water particle motion. 

2.2 Surf sled 
A surf sled (1.5m long, 0.7m wide, 40kg in weight) with a semiconductor 

pressure transducer has been also developed as shown in Photo 3. The sled can 

be operated in the cross-shore direction by two winches and roop rope system. 

The A-D converted data are compiled in the datalogger in a watertight stainless 

housing. With the sled the beach profiles were measured at longshore intervals 

of 5m. The sampling interval is 2.5s and average moving speed of the sled is 

19.4cm/s. The overall error of the sounding keeps less than 5cm in any sea state. 

Preliminary tests show that low pass filter of 0.03Hz is adequate to eliminate the 

effect of incoming waves. 

Photo 3 Surf sled 
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3. FIELD MEASUREMENTS 

3.1 Bed-load transport 

Fig.4 shows the sea bottom conditions at some measuring sites. In the surf 

zone on the Ogata coast, the rippled bed is usually observed and at the breaker 

zone, a plane bed condition is formed. 

Fig. 5 shows the cumulative curves of sediment on the bed and in the trap 

at site B. The mean diameters of the bed and of trapped sediment are 0.25mm 

and 0.3mm respectively. It was found that the relatively coarse part of the bed 

sediment moves as bed-load and therefore the standard deviation of the trapped 

sediment is smaller than that of the bed one. 
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Fig.4 Small scale bottom topography 
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Table 1 lists the results of observations on onshore sediment transport rate. 

These data are plotted in Fig.6 in which g»(=g/a»(f)is dimensionless sediment 

transport rate and r« is dimensionless tractive force(the Shields number). In the 

arrangement, some unknown variables were estimated with the small amplitude 

wave theory and the friction factors introduced by Jonsson(1966). The visual 

observation with a VTR shows that bed-load movement on the plate of the trap 

was very smooth and made a parallel stripe pattern of accumulated sediment on 

the plate of the trap in the cross-shore direction. When the direction of water 

particle motion changes to offshore, the discharge from the opening through the 

pipe can blow off sediment which usually falls into the trap as offshore sediment 

transport rate. Therefore, it was confirmed that the trap efficiency of onshore 

sand transport is very high. The solid line in the figure shows the theoretical 

relationship of cross-shore sediment transport rate given by Kawata(1989a) as 

follows: 
The theoretical reduction for cross-shore sediment transport is based on the 

momentum conservation of a cloud of saltating sand particles on a sloping beach. 

(a) In the case of onshore sediment transport 

q,u = a1[l + e + (l- e)V^8/{V3/2Ar\/cDTt.) 

-({1 - e + (1 + e)V^e/{V3/2Ar]/cDT«)}2 

+8(1 - e) cos2 e/{3\CDA2
rT*))ll2](T« - r.c) (1) 

(b) In the case of offshore sediment transport 

q„d = ai[l + e- ((1 -e)2 + 8cos2(l-e-2eAtan6>) 

/(3AC^r.))1/2](r. - r.c)  (2) 

at = (e/1 - 1) tan/?m(l + p/a)AT/Vcos8 

T*c = T»O-{COS 8 ± (a/p)/(a/p - l)(sin 8/ tan <p)} 
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in which #:beach slope, e:rebound coefficient of sand particle , CD:dra,g coefficient, 

Ar=8.5, A/4:ratio of height to length of a saltating sand particle, a and p:densities 

of sand and fluid respectively, <p:angle of repose, r»:the Shields number and suffix 

u, d and c:upward slope, downward slope and critical condition respectively. 

Typical variables are shown in Fig.6, in which the experiments of saltation 

of a sand particle were done in a water stream. In the horizontal bed, Eqs.(l) and 

(2) completely coinside. It should be noted that the trend of the field data calcu- 

lated with mean wave height and period as well as experimental data in a plane 

bed condition is in reasonable agreement with the theory. However, arrangement 

with characteristics of significant waves is not adequate. 

d (mm) 

Fig. 5 Sieve analysis of sediment 
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3.2 Bottom topography changes 

(1) Wave characteristics 

The intensive observation was conducted from November 28 to December 7, 

1987. In this period, some storms came on the Ogata coast. Fig.7 shows the time 

series of wave climate recorded by a wave-rider buoy, a capacitance type wave 

gauge at the east end of the pier. The wave directions were analyzed with the 

linear array of four capacitance type wave gauges at the offshore end. The water 

depth of about 6m at the offshore end of the pier controls the maximum wave 

height. The tidal range is less 40cm. Usually, low pressures move eastwards in 

the midst of the Japan Sea in winter season, so that wave directions change from 

west to east at the offshore. However, in the records of the wave directions at the 

pier, they are not widely distributed but have a sharp peak around 90 ° (This 

means that wave angles at the pier are perpendicular to the beach) as shown in 

Fig.8. In the peak, wind waves from WNW to NW and swell waves from NW to 

NNW are included. This results reveals that the longshore sediment transport in 

the coast is small in spite of a straight sandy beach. 

(2) Erosion and deposition area 

Fig.9 shows the bottom topography on December 9 and 10, 1987 and March 

13, 1988 in which D and S depict dip and shoal respectively. Over this period, 

waves are usually very small, so that it is assumed that the bottom topography 

is not remarkably changed in other seasons except by typhoon. Firstly, it was 

pointed out from Fig.9(a) that the contour lines in the shallow area which is less 

than 4m are parallel each other, two shoals are appeared at the both offshore 

ends of the pier and a dip with the maximum water depth of 5.2m expands to the 

central zone of the pier. In Fig.9(b), it was found that the distance of two shoals 

becomes short and the dip further extends to west direction(upper side of the fig- 

ure). In general, water depth around the pier increased after winter season. This 

is partly due to forced offshore sediment transport. The armour unit mounted in 

the foreshore reflects the incoming waves and makes this coast an wave energy 

reflected beach defined by Short(1979). 

The erosion and deposition diagram as shown in Fig. 10 was made from 

the bottom topography changes between two observation date. In the figure, a 

hatched line is a boudary between erosion and deposition are as. As the character- 

istics of bottom topography change, the areas of erosion and deposition are not 

uniformly distributed in the cross-shore direction. Moreover, the positions of dips 

and shoals are almost fixed around the pier. Fig. 11 shows the depth sounding 

chart in July 1986 and 1987 around the pier and Fig. 12 reveals the pattern of dip 

and shoal in another place on the Ogata coast(kawata, 1989b). The distribution 
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pattern of dip and shoal was not changed annually, so that this system is stable 

and crescentic bars are formed on the Ogata coast. As before mentioned, there 

are two dominant wave directions on the Ogata coast. Their breaking points 
are usually a little different in the offshore direction, i.e., the fully-developed 

wind waves break relatively offshore in comparison with the breaking of the swell 

waves. Moreover, their incoming angles are slightly different. This characteristics 

may introduce the typical crescentic bar systems. 

1987 Capacitance type     . 
O wave gauge (h^.Sm) 

9 Wove rider buoy (h°32Bm) 

Fig.7 Changes of significant wave height and period 

and wave direction 
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Fig.8 Histogram of incident wave angles 

at the offshore end of the TOP 
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9, tO   December  1987 
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Fig.9 bottom topography around the TOP 
9,10 Dec 198? — 13 March 1988 Ollshore 
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Fig. 10 Deposition and erosion diagram 

Fig. 11 Depth sounding charts in Summer 
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(3) Beach profile changes 

Along the pier the depth sounding with a lead has been conducted every 

week. The sounding interval in the cross-shore and longshore directions is 1.25m. 

The width of the pier is 4m so that we have two set of data along the pier in the 

cross-shore direction. The discrepancy of the mean beach profiles is very small so 

that the west side data were used in the analysis. The temporal difference from 

the mean beach profile are shown in Fig. 13 in which black and grey areas show 

erosion and accretion from the mean beach profile respectively. In early winter, 

the offshore area beyond x=70m was eroded, but this tendency was gradually 

eliminated and finally the deposition area was appeared.   As shown in Fig.9, 

unit : m 

Ho.O No.l N0.2 w°"* ^0.4 "0.5 Ho.6 No.7 N0.9 N0.9 No.10 

0 400m 

Fig. 12 Typical bottom topography changes on the Ogata coast 

Fig. 13 Beach profile changes in winter 
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this area is a "battle" zone of accretion and deposition areas. It is explained 

that westward longshore sediment transport may contribute the deposition in 

this area in winter season. From the data of the ultrasonic type current meter, 

strong undertow was observed around this place so that local changes of bottom 

topography may largely depend on the 3D nearshore current system. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

A new type bed-load trap has been developed with two ideas. The princi- 

ples are as followsdocal scouring around the trap stabilizes the trap itself and an 

intake pipe keeps the onshore or offshore sediment transport rate in the trap. The 

effectiveness of the trap was certified with VTR analysis under sheet flow condi- 

tions. The field data as well as experimental one on a plane bed confirmed the 

validity of the law of cross-shore sediment transport proposed by Kawata(1989). 

A surf sled is also applicable to the measurement of bottom topography 

changes under rough sea state. The accurate sounding data can reveal the beach 

processes on the Ogata coast. This sandy straight beach has a series of crescentic 

bars which correspond to the dip and shoal system in the longshore direction. 

Under small longshore transport rate due to almost normal incoming waves, their 

positions are annually stable. The slight discrepancy of incoming wave angles 

between fully- developed wind waves and swell ones makes the direction of sed- 

iment transport complex and may lead to formation of the crescentic bar systems. 
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